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SPOKEN AND WRITTEN TEXTUAL DIMENSIONS IN ENGLISH:
RESOLVING THE CONTRADICTORY FINDINGS
DOUGLAS BIBER

University of Southern Ccalifornia
Although similarities and differences between speech and writing have often been
studied, contradictory claims concerning the linguistic relationship between the two
modes are still common. These contradictions can arise from basing global conclusions
on restricted methodologies-such
as assigning undue weight to individual linguistic
features, or to choice of particular text samples and text types. The present study uses
a 'multi-feature/multi-dimension' approach, which includes a broad range of linguistic
features and text types in a single quantitative analysis, to provide a global description
of similarities and differences among spoken/written text types in English. The distribution of 41 linguistic features in 545 text samples of approximately 2000 words each
is subjected to factor analysis (a multivariate statistical technique). Three underlying
textual dimensions are identified: Interactive vs. Edited Text, Abstract vs. Situated Content, and Reported vs. Immediate Style. To demonstrate the value of the multi-feature/
multi-dimension approach, the specific findings of earlier studies are reconciled within
the model proposed here.*
INTRODUCTION

1. The study of communicative competence (e.g. Hymes 1972) has provoked
an interest in discourse analysis, including the study of linguistic usage in both
speech and writing. Sociolinguistic research-challenging the claim that speech
is unsystematic, and does not represent the true linguistic structure of a language-has accepted both spoken/written texts for analysis, necessitating an
evaluation of the relationship between the two modes. That is, given that both
speech and writing are legitimate forms of language, it is important to know
in what ways and to what extent they are the same or different.
Various linguistic differences between speech and writing have been proposed. Writing is typically claimed to be more complex, elaborate, and explicit
(O'Donnell 1974, Kroll 1977, Olson 1977), more decontextualized (Kay 1977)
or detached (Chafe 1982), less personally involved (Blankenship 1974, Chafe
& Danielewicz 1985), characterized by a higher concentration of new information (Brown & Yule 1983, Kroch & Hindle 1982), and more highly organized
(Akinnaso 1982, Gumperz et al. 1984). Linguistic differences between speech
and writing have been attributed to differing processing constraints (Kroch &
Hindle) and to differing situational characteristics (Rubin 1980, Olson & Torrance 1981). Chafe & Danielewicz explicitly distinguish these two factors, claiming that features like degree of lexical precision are determined by processing
considerations (the restrictions of real-time production in speech vs. opportunity for extensive editing in writing), while features like 1st person pronouns
(indicating degree of 'involvement' between speaker/writer and the audience)
are conditioned by situational considerations.
* I would like to express thanks to Niko Besnier, Pat
Clancy, Bill Grabe, and Deborah Tannen
for useful criticisms of earlier versions of this paper; and to Ed Finegan for suggestions and criticisms throughout the research project reported here, in addition to comments on the present paper.
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In earlier studies, speech and writing were considered as coherent wholes,
and findings were typically presented as general linguistic characteristics of a
single dimension in which the two modes were distinguished. A central finding
of the present study, however, is that no single dimension adequately accounts
for the range of linguistic variation across spoken/written texts. The communicative possibilities offered by a language are complex, and there is no reason
to expect a single dimension to be the central discriminator among all text
types. Work by Hymes, Gumperz, Labov, and others has described systematic
linguistic variation across numerous social and situational dimensions: social
class, ethnic group, formality, and intimacy, to name just a few. Thus the claim
that the relations among a broad range of text types will be multi-dimensional
fits our general knowledge of language use in society, and forms the basis of
the present study.
Several researchers have recently noted that few (if any) absolute differences
exist between speech and writing: register, topic, and other communicative
factors are important in the observed differences among spoken/written text
types (see Chafe & Danielewicz 1985, Beaman 1984, Kroch & Hindle 1982,
Tannen 1982a). Chafe 1982 suggests that different linguistic features can serve
the same communicative function in texts, and proposes two underlying DIMENSIONS-the underlying parameters of linguistic variation among texts: 'integration/fragmentation' and 'detachment/involvement' (cf. Tannen 1982a,b,
Chafe & Danielewicz). Chafe's intuitive groupings, however, require confirmation (see Redeker 1984).
A primary need at present is further empirical research to identify the set of
underlying textual dimensions which define similarities and differences among
text types in English. The relations among multiple linguistic features in multiple texts are too complex to be tracked by simple inspection. Multivariate
statistical techniques, such as factor analysis, are required for this task. The
present study uses factor analysis for empirical identification of groups of linguistic features which co-occur with a high frequency in texts, indicating a
communicative function shared by the features. These groupings represent underlying textual dimensions, which allow us to specify the nature and extent
of the similarities and differences among text types. The resulting analysis
serves as a guide to further research, and provides an explanatory account of
previous research on speech and writing.
FINDINGSIN PREVIOUSRESEARCH.Most previous
1.1. CONTRADICTORY

lin-

guistic studies of speech and writing have compared frequency counts for certain linguistic features across a few spoken/written text types (e.g. face-to-face
conversation, academic prose). A wide range of claims has been presented on
the basis of these frequency counts: e.g., Poole & Field 1976 and Halliday 1979
claim that speech is structurally more complex; Blankenship 1962 concludes
that there are no important linguistic differences between the two; but most
researchers (e.g. O'Donnell 1974, Chafe 1982, Olson 1977) find writing to be
more complex, explicit, and integrated.
In a few cases, the cause of these apparent contradictions is simply definitional. Thus Blankenship 1962, 1974 finds sentence length in speech and writing
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to be nearly the same; other researchers (e.g. O'Donnell and Poole & Field)
find the mean length of sentences, clauses, or T-units (i.e. units consisting of
a main clause plus all associated dependentclauses) to be considerablylonger
in writing. A major problem here is that it is difficult to define 'sentence' in
English speech; and since most studies do not define their particularuses of
the term, we have no basis for comparison.
Otherdiscrepanciesare not explained so easily. One contradictionconcerns
the extent of subordination.Most studies have found that writinghas a much
higher degree of subordinationand other markersof 'structural complexity'
(O'Donnell, Kroll, Kay, Chafe, and Brown & Yule). Other studies contradict
these results, finding little difference between the over-all numberof subordinate clauses in speech and writing(Poole & Field 1976,Cayer& Sacks 1979).
In addition, Poole & Field find a higher index of embeddingin speech; and
Halliday finds more 'complex sentence structures' (i.e. more subordinate
clauses) in speech. Finally, Beaman, in a more careful analysis of subordination, notes that previous studies have been overly simplistic:differentsubordinate constructions may have differingcommunicativefunctions.
A second contradictioninvolves the frequency of passive constructionswhich are associated with decontextualizationor detachment, and therefore
claimed to be characteristic of writing (e.g. Chafe and Brown & Yule). In
contrast to most researchers, Blankenship 1962 finds only slightly more passives in writing. Poole & Field find few passives in either mode.
Additional contradictionscould be cited-e.g. concerningthe use of foregroundingand backgroundingdevices to markinformationalrelations,or extent
of elaboration as shown by the distributionof adjectives and adverbs. It is
evident that the relationshipbetween speech and writing is highly complex;
however, the methodologiesof most quantitativestudies have been restricted,
and have not providedan adequatebasis for globalconclusions concerningthis
relationship.The restrictionsinclude the following:
(a) Assigning undue weight to particularlinguisticfeatures: Most quantitative studies have used between three and ten features, and have considered a
differentialdistributionin any of them to be importantevidence.
(b) Assigningundueweightto individualtexts: Most studies have been based
on few texts, so that idiosyncraticdifferences can have a majorinfluence.
(c) Assigningundueweightto the text types chosen for analysis:Most studies
have comparedtwo text types, one spoken (e.g. conversation)and one written
(e.g. academic prose), and have not controlledfor the differentcommunicative
tasks representedby those text types.
In spite of such restrictions, earlier studies have in fact attemptedto reach
global conclusions-which have thus proved contradictory.A new approach
is needed, combining a much broader perspective with a detailed empirical
analysis of the linguistic features involved.
1.2. A 'MULTI-FEATURE/MULTI-DIMENSION' APPROACH. The present study
provides a frameworkthat avoids the restrictions listed above, while taking
advantage of the strengths of quantitative analysis. This is done through a
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'multi-feature/multi-dimension'
approach, using large-scale text corpora and
multivariatestatistical techniques (see Biber 1985). First, the large-scale corpora provide a data base of several hundredtext samples, representing16 text
types (e.g. conversation, broadcasts, planned speeches, academic prose, fiction). These cover a broad range of variation-associated with differences in
situation, purpose, and processing/productionstrategies-in both speech and
writing.
Second, the present study analyses the distributionof 41 lexical and syntactic
features, representinga broad range of communicativefunctions such as content elaboration,or interactionof communicativeparticipants.Factor analysis
is used to group the linguistic features empiricallyinto clusters that co-occur
with a highfrequencyin texts. Its use is based on the proposalthatsuchfrequent
groupings of features in texts indicate a shared, underlying, communicative
function. Analysis of the processing and situationaldifferences which characterize types of spoken/writtendiscourse helps interpretthe textual dimensions underlyingthese groupings.In addition, the results of earlierstudies are
centralto the interpretationprocess, since the identificationof a communicative
function which underlies a groupingdepends on knowledge of the communicative functions of individualfeatures. In a final step, inspection of the distribution of these clusters of features among the 16 text types helps to interpret
the nature of the underlyingdimensionfurther.
In contrast to the assessment of Akinnaso, the present study demonstrates
that a quantitativeapproachneed not be narrowor theoreticallyuninteresting.l
It ultimately identifies three separate textual dimensions which describe the
similaritiesand differencesamongspoken/writtentext types. These dimensions
provide a unifiedlinguisticanalysis of a broadrangeof speech and writingthat
can be used to explain the contradictoryfindings of earlierresearch.
PRELIMINARIES
2.1. LINGUISTICFEATURESUSEDIN THECOMPARISON.Prior to any comparison

of text types, a principled decision must be made concerning the linguistic
features to be used. For the purposes of this study, previous research was
surveyed to identify potentially importantlinguistic features and textual dimensions. No a-prioricommitmentto the importanceof an individuallinguistic
feature or the validity of a textual dimension was made; rather, a wide range
of POTENTIALLY
importantlinguistic features was taken from dimensions that
might turn out to be valid. In a subsequent step, the dimensions actually accounting for systematic textual variationwere identifiedempiricallythrougha
factor analysis.
A survey of previous research on spoken/writtendifferences identified 41
1 A few quantitative studies using multivariate statistical techniques to analyse text variation
have appeared previously. Carroll 1960, Marckworth & Baker 1974, and Horvath 1985 (Ch. 9) use
factor analysis, discriminant analysis, and principal-components analysis, respectively, to stud)
aspects of variation among texts. Dubuisson et al. 1983 use multi-dimensional scaling to analyse
the development of syntactic complexity in three spoken and written text types. Finally, Poole
1973 uses factor analysis to investigate linguistic code differences from a discourse perspective.
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potentially importantlinguistic features, listed in the Appendix, below. The
features are organized in terms of eight communicativefunctions most commonly associated with each feature. The hypothesized distinctions are:
(a) Writinghas a moredetached style-shown, for example,by the frequency
of passives and nominalizations.
(b) Writinghas a more elaboratedstyle, as in the use of subordinateclauses
and prepositionalphrases.
(c) Writinghas a more explicit level of expression, as shown by type/token
ratio or precise vocabulary.
(d) Writinghas a more explicit markingof informationalrelations,e.g. cleft
constructions.
(e) Speech uses a more inexplicit, informalstyle of expression, as shown by
informalvocabularyitems or the general-referencepronounit.
(f) Speech refers more to interactionalfeatures, e.g. by using 1st and 2nd
person pronouns or questions.
(g) Speech is more situated in a physical/temporalcontext, as evidenced by
place and time adverbs.
(h) Speech and writingdiffer in their use of verb tenses and aspects, e.g. the
past and present tenses.
The factoranalysis discussed in ?3 shows that some of these featuresfunction
as hypothesizedin previousstudies;but that otherfeaturesmustbe re-analysed
in terms of dimensions, and still others show no systematic co-occurrence
patterns. It is necessary, however, to include a wide range of potentiallyimportantlinguisticfeaturesin orderto identifythe underlyingtextualdimensions
which operate across speech and writingin English.2
2.2. THE TEXTSAMPLES
used in this study are taken from two large-scale,

standard, computerizedcorpora, which allow significantimprovementin the
2

The counts of these features were done through computer programs written in PL/I, using
computerized corpora as input (the untagged version of the LOB Corpus and the London-Lund

Corpus-see ?2.2, below). Because of the large numberof structuraloptions which a particular
grammatical construction can take, it was impossible to write programs to count every occurrence.
For that reason, the goal of the programs was to capture 70-90% of the occurrences of a construction, with no obvious skewing in one mode or the other. For example, since there is no direct
way to identify all verbal forms, I used a list of the 420 most common verbs in the Brown Corpus
(Francis & Kucera 1982) to represent all verbs. (This list included all verbs that occurred more
than fifty times in the million words of text contained in that corpus.) This decision obviously
restricts the completeness of the simple verbal counts-e.g. past and present tense forms-since
only occurrences of the items in the list were counted. In addition, this decision influences the

count of any constructionthat is identifiedthroughthe presence of a verb (e.g. clefts and thatclauses). Similarconsiderationslimit the completenessof manyothercounts. A descriptionof the
algorithms used for the counts is available on request. Quirk et al. 1972 was used as the standard
syntactic reference during the development of the algorithms.
Some additional linguistic features could have been included in this analysis, but were not-e.g.
the frequency of different types of negation (Tottie 1983). Other features were not included because
they cannot be analysed automatically-e.g.
conjoined phrases and conjoined clauses (cf. Chafe
1982) and features representing different types of cohesion and information structure (Grabe 1984).
Future studies should include analysis of both these sets of features.
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study of actual languageusage. A corpus of this type can provide: (a) a large
numberof long samples, which are necessary to avoid skewingin the reliability
and validity of linguistic counts; (b) text samples taken from several different
text types, covering the range of textual variation in the spoken/writtendomains;and (c) a standardizeddata base that can be sharedamong scholars, so
that individual studies can be replicated, and results across different studies
can be directly compared(see Tottie et al. 1983:7).In addition,computerprogramspermitan efficient analysis of a largenumberof linguisticfeaturesacross
a largenumberof texts. In the presentstudy, 41 linguisticfeatureswere counted
in 545 text samples, totaling over one million words.
Two separate corpora were used for the text samples. The first is the Lancaster-Oslo-BergenCorpusof BritishWrittenEnglish(knownas the LOB Corpus; see Johanssonet al. 1978,Johansson 1982);this is drawnexclusively from
printedsources publishedin 1961.It comprises500 text samplesof about 2,000
words each, taken from 15 differentgenres-e.g. Press (Reportage),Mystery
and Detective Fiction, and Learned Writings.The total corpus contains approximatelya million words of runningtext.3
The second is the London-LundCorpusof Spoken English (LL; Johansson
1982, Svartvik & Quirk1980).This is a collection of 87 spoken British English
texts of about 5,000 words each. The total corpus contains approximately
500,000 words representingseveral different speech situations-e.g. Conversation, Broadcasts, and Public speeches.
Sixteen majortext types, representingthe full range of situationalpossibilities available in the corpora, were selected for analysis. The distributionof
text samples in each text type is given in Table 1, overleaf.4
The composition of some of these text types requires elaboration. 'Press
reports' include several subclasses: political, sports, society, spot news, financial, and cultural. 'Popularlore' containstexts from popularmagazinesand
books (e.g. Punch, Woman's Mirror, Wine and Food). 'Official documents'

are primarilygovernmental,but also include foundationreports, industry reports, and a section from a university catalog. 'Academic prose' combines
several subclasses, e.g. natural sciences, medicine, mathematics,social and
behavioral sciences, humanities, and technology/engineering.Of the five fictional text types in the LOB corpus, two are included here: general and ro3 The LOB Corpus does not include any examples of written interpersonal communication. For
that purpose, I used computerized texts often professional letters, generously provided by William
Grabe.
4 Another large collection, the Brown Corpus, contains 500 written texts of American English,
but was not used in the present study, because of the possible confounding influence of dialect
differences (see Biber 1984). The texts in all three of the large-scale corpora were produced by
middle-class, university-educated adults. This coherence in the population under study excludes
the possibility of a confounding influence from social differences, but also highlights the need to
investigate textual differences across social parameters (see Poole 1979, Kroch & Hindle 1982).
In the present study, the texts from the London-Lund Corpus, which are approximately 5000
words in length, were divided in half to be more closely comparable to the texts in the LOB Corpus
(each approximately 2000 words long) and to provide more spoken samples. The frequency counts
in all texts were standardized for a text length of 2000 words.
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NUMBER
OF TEXTS

TEXT TYPE

Written: The LOB corpus (+ professional letters)
1. Press reports
2. Editorial letters
3. Skills and hobbies
4. Popular lore
5. Official documents
6. Academic prose
7. Belles-lettres
8. General fiction
9. Romantic fiction
10. Professional letters
Spoken: The LL corpus
11. Face-to-face conversation
12. Telephone conversation
13. Interviews
14. Broadcasts
15. Spontaneous speeches
16. Planned speeches
TOTAL
TABLE1. Distribution of text samples.

44
27
38
44
30
80
77
29
29
10
57
20
23
19
9
9
545

mantic. 'General fiction' is taken to represent 'serious' work, while 'Romantic
fiction' is taken to represent less formal texts (perhaps less carefully written).
'Professional letters' are from one individual to another, but deal primarily with
specialized topics. 'Spontaneous speeches' are unprepared public monologs,
e.g. from court cases, banquets, or sessions of the House of Commons.
'Planned speeches' are prepared, but without written text; they are taken from
sermons, university lectures, court cases etc. Finally, 'Broadcasts' include
sports broadcasting and commentary on non-sports events. The other text categories are self-explanatory.
It should be noted that the text types of the corpora are taken as givens in
the present study. That is, it is assumed that the distinctions used in the corpora
are valid, and that each grouping of texts comprises a single text type. Text
types can differ by subject matter, purpose, rhetorical structure, and stylein addition to situational parameters such as the relation between the communicative participants, that of the participants to the external context, and
that of the participants to the text itself. At present, the identity of the salient
text-type distinctions in English is an unresolved issue (see Faigley & Meyer
1983, Grabe 1984). Additional research is required; however, the distinctions
proposed in these corpora have been carefully chosen, and permit the present
consideration of relationships among spoken/written text types.
The text types used here represent a broad range of spoken/written situational
possibilities (see Rubin 1980, Green & Morgan 1981, Akinnaso 1982 for discussion of the situational differences between speech and writing). Among the
written text types, 'Press reports' are directed toward a more general audience
than 'Academic prose'; the former involves considerable effort toward maintaining a relationship with its audience, and is concerned with external temporal
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and physical situations in addition to abstract information.'Editorialletters'
are less concerned about offending potential readers, but make greater assumptionsconcerningspecific sharedbackground(e.g. particularsocial issues,
or articles previously appearingin the press). 'Professionalletters' are structured like academic prose, often stating a thesis with several supportingarguments, but are directed toward a specific audience, and requireconcern for
the interpersonalrelationship;they permita relativelyhighdegreeof interaction
between participants,and reliance on shared background.Finally, fiction is
directed to a very diverse audience, but requires many shared cultural assumptions;it builds its own internal, shared, physical, and temporalcontext.
Among the spoken text types, public speeches are directed toward broad
audiences;they permitlittle interaction,and a relativelysmallamountof shared
knowledge. (Spontaneous vs. planned speeches differ in the amount of time
requiredor permittedfor production,althoughboth allow little time for comprehension, in comparison to written text types.) 'Broadcasts' are directed
towardan extremelylarge audience, but are quite concernedwith the temporal
and physical contexts being reported.In contrast, 'Interviews'show little concern for the temporal/physicalcontext, but have a high interactionalfocusoften involving only two direct communicativeparticipants(with a wide audience of more passive participants).Finally, in 'Face-to-face conversation'
(and to a lesser extent on the telephone), the interactionalfocus is primary,
usually overshadowingthe informationalfocus. Conversationis characterized
by a high degree of interaction and goal negotiability,by considerableeffort
at maintaininga relationship,and by extensive sharedbackground.Both types
of conversation share a temporal context, but the shared physical context is
more importantin face-to-face conversation.
Other text types not included in the present study differ in further ways;
examples includewrittennotes left on the kitchentable, computerconferences,
and tape-recorded 'letters'. However, the text types included in this study
represent a broad range of situationalpossibilities across the written/spoken
modes.
IDENTIFICATION

OF TEXTUAL

DIMENSIONS

ANALYSIS.The analysis of speech and writing preOFFACTOR
3.1. OVERVIEW

sented here involves two major steps:
STEP 1: Factor analysis.
a. Clustering of linguistic features into groups that co-occur with a high frequency in texts.
b. Interpretation of the factors as textual dimensions, through assessment of the communicative function(s) most widely shared by the features grouped on each factor.
STEP2: Factor scores as operational representatives of the textual dimensions.
a. For each factor, computation of a factor score for each text.
b. Analysis of the distribution of the factor scores among the text types.
c. Further interpretation of the textual dimensions in light of the relations among the text
types with respect to the factor scores.

The aim of Step 1 is to determine which clusters of linguistic features cooccur in the texts and to make initialinterpretationsof these clusters as textual
dimensions. This step assumes that relatively few communicativefunctions
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underlieEnglish discourse; i.e., the 41 linguisticfeaturesidentifiedfrom earlier
researchare assumedto serve fewer than41 separatecommunicativefunctions.
A factor analysis identifies linguistic features that co-occur with a high frequency in texts, and this co-occurrence is taken to indicate a common communicativefunction shared by these features. Thus each groupingof features,
or factor, can be interpretedby considerationof the communicativefunction
most widely shared by the features.
In a factor analysis, a large numberof original variables (in this case, the
linguisticfeatures) are reduced to a small set of derived variables(the factors).
Each factor represents some amount of variationin the originaldata that can
be quantitativelysummarizedor generalized-a groupingof variablesthat cooccur with a high frequency in the data. However, only the first few factors
are likely to account for non-trivialamounts of the shared variance, and thus
be worth furtherconsideration.In the present case, it was determinedthat five
factors account for non-trivialamountsof variance;these were hence retained
for furtheranalysis.5
Each factor is a simple summationof all the linguisticfeatures, with different
features having differentweights (known as factor 'loadings').A restrictedset
of the linguistic features has salient weights on a given factor; this identifies
these features as good representativesof the construct or textual dimension
underlyingthe factor. For example, if the linguisticfeaturesin an analysiswere
past tense, 3rd person pronouns, relative clauses, and infinitives, a factor analysis might produce the following:
FACTORA =
.89 (past) + .61 (3rd pers.) + .10 (inf.) - .19 (rel.cl.)
FACTORB = -.10 (past) + .29 (3rd pers.) + .56 (inf.) + .65 (rel.cl.)

The number preceding each of the linguistic features is the weight, or factor
loading, of that featurefor the factor;it indicatesthe extent to which the feature
representsthe textual dimensionunderlyingthe factor. In the presentanalysis,
features with weights smaller than .35 on a factor are not considered to be
salient, and are not included in the interpretationof the factor.6Thus, in the
above example, past tense (weight .89) and 3rd person pronouns(weight .61)
5 See Gorsuch 1983, Biber 1985 for a fuller discussion of factor analysis and its application to
text analysis. Five factors were retained on the basis of a scree plot of the eigenvalues, which
showed a clear break between the fifth and sixth factors. The factors were subsequently rotated
using a Promax rotation-a method that permits minor correlations among the factors-since the
present application of factor analysis gives no reason to assume orthogonal factors (see Gorsuch,
190 ff.) The intercorrelations among the factors were generally quite small, except for Factors
1-2 (correlation of .58) and Factors 4-5 (correlation of .48). Three linguistic features-style disjuncts,
wH-clefts, and split infinitives-did not have salient weights on any of the factors; this shows that
they had no systematic distribution with respect to the other features included here. These three
features were therefore dropped from the present analysis, and their use for additional studies is
in question.
6
Several methods exist to determine the magnitude of statistically significant loadings in a factor
analysis, depending on the number of observations in the analysis (Gorsuch, 208 ff.) Because of
the large number of observations in the present analysis, quite small loadings could be considered
'significant'; but an absolute cut-off of .35 was used for the salient loadings.
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are the only importantfeatures for Factor A; and infinitives (weight .56) and
relative clauses (weight .65) are those for Factor B.
Table 2 summarizesthe importantfeaturesfor each of the five factorsderived
throughthe present analysis. The decimal numberslisted after each linguistic
feature show the actual factor loadings of the feature in question.
FACTOR 1

Features
with
positive
weights
greater
than .35

FACTOR 2

yes-no questions
that-clauses
final prepositions
pro-verbdo
contractions

.79
.76
.68
.67
.67

I/you

.62

generalhedges
if-clauses
wH-questions
pronounit
other adverbial
subordinators
specific emphatics
demonstrative

.61
.56
.52
.49

word length
type/token ratio

.74
.61
prepositions
specific conjuncts .61
agentless passives .60
.47
by-passives
.45
it-clefts
.42
split auxiliary
attitudinaldisjuncts .35

(word length)

.40

place adverbs
time adverbs

- .57
- .55

past tense
3rd person
pronouns
perfect aspect

.89
.61
.47

.48
.46
.42

BE-WH

wH-clauses
generalemphatics
(presenttense)
(infinitives)
Features
with
negative
weights
greater
than .35

FACTOR 3

nominalizations

.41
.41
.42
.35

- .71
- .65

present tense
adjectives

-.62
- .40

relativepronoun
deletion

- .50

subordinatorthat
deletion

- .42

(3rdperson
pronouns)

- .35

TABLE 2.

Summaryof the factorialstructureof 41 linguisticfeatures.(Featuresin parenthesesare
repeatedloadings, and are not used in the computationof the factor scores-see ?4.)
Features loading on FACTOR
4: relative clauses .65, infinitives .56, (wH-clauses.39), (present
tense .38).
Features loadingon FACTOR
5: other adverbs .69, specific hedges .39.
Featuresdroppedfromthe analysis(no salientweights):style disjuncts,wvH-clefts,
splitinfinitives.

The negative and positive clusters on a given factor representtwo groupsof
complementary measures.7That is, when the features with positive weights
occur togetherfrequentlyin a text, the featureswith negativeweightsare markedly less frequentin that text, and vice versa. Takentogether, the positive and
negative weights represent opposite poles defining an underlyingtextual dimension. Consider Factor 3: the positive weights are past-timefeatures (past
relate to the importanceof those featuresto
7 Positive vs. negative weights on a factor do NOTr
the factor. On Factor3, for example,presenttense, with a weightof - .62, is moreimportantthan
perfect aspect, with a weight of .47.
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tense and perfect aspect) and 3rd person pronouns, while the negative weights
are present tense verb forms and adjectives. Thus this factor confirms an intuitive judgment that past tense and present tense verb forms are generally
complementary.Simply put, a text describinga situationin the past has little
need of present tense forms, and vice versa. The positive and negative clusters
on the other factors show similarcomplementarypatterns, althoughthe interpretationsare not always so intuitively obvious.
OFFACTOR1. The clusters of linguistic features shown
3.2. INTERPRETATION

in Table 2 can be interpretedas textual dimensions throughan assessment of
the communicative function most widely shared by the features. Consider
Factor 1:the cluster of featureswith negativeweights includesonly wordlength
(i.e. longer words) and type/token ratio (i.e. a more varied vocabularyfor a
given length of text). The communicativefunction shared by these features
marksa highly exact presentationof informationalcontent in a text, conveying
maximumcontent in the fewest words (cf. Chafe& Danielewicz).A morevaried
vocabulary reflects extensive use of words having very specific meanings.
Longer words also convey more specific, specialized meanings than shorter
ones; words become shorteras they are morefrequentlyused and moregeneral
in meaning(Zipf 1949).Thus these features share the communicativefunction
of markinghighly explicit meaning-a style that tends towarda uniqueexpression for each thought (see Finegan 1985).
The communicativefunction(s) shared by the positive cluster of features is
more complex. Among these features, general hedges and general emphatics,
the pronoun it, the pro-verbdo, final prepositions, and contractionscan mark
a highlyinexplicitpresentationof meaning-a style in whicha singleexpression
can stand for any of several thoughts (cf. Finegan). These features are all
reducedforms, tendingtowardhomophonousexpressionand the loss of lexical
meaning.Generalhedges (e.g. sort of) and generalemphatics(e.g. just, really)
are not explicit in their hedging or emphasizingfunction; e.g., really might
stand for any of the following more specific emphatics:absolutely, certainly,
extremely, intensely, severely. It stands for an unspecified nominal referent,

and do stands for an unspecifiedverbal referent. Contractionsresult in homophonous forms (e.g. [its] can mean it is, it has, or it-possessive); and stranded
prepositionsare indirectlyassociated with a reductionin meaning-since they
usually occur with the caseless relative pronoun that, or in relative clauses
without a relative pronoun.
In addition,features that can marka high degree of interpersonalinteraction
and personal involvement (I/you, direct yes-no questions, and wH-questions)
and four subordinationmeasures(that-clauses, if-clauses, other adverbialsubordinators, and wH-clauses)cluster with the features having positive weights
on Factor 1.8 The occurrence of subordinationmeasures in a pattern which
Specific emphatics and demonstrative-BE-wH constructions also cluster with the features having
positive weights on Factor 1, indicating an interactional or involvement function. Thus, although
specific emphatics are more carefully chosen than general emphatics, they serve to emphasize the
speaker/writer's feelings and attitudes, and so can mark high personal involvement. DemonstrativeBE-WHconstructions may also serve an emphatic function, but they require further study.
8
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complementsfeatures markingfuller, more explicit informationalcontent disagrees with the conclusions of O'Donnell, Kay, and others-that subordination
marks greater elaboration,and is characteristicof writing-but it agrees with
the findingsof Hallidayandof Poole & Field thatextensive use of subordination
is associated with productionconstraintscharacteristicof speech. Thatis, subordination is apparently an importantstrategy for expressing fuller content
under real-time production constraints, when there is little opportunity to
elaborate content through exact lexical choices. Thus Halliday (13) distinguishes between the 'complexities' of speech and writing: spoken language,
because it is created and perceived as an on-going process, is characterized
by 'an intricacy of movement [and by] complex sentence structureswith low
lexical density (more clauses, but fewer high-contentwords per clause)'. In
contrast, written language, in which the text is created and perceived as an
object, is characterizedby 'a denseness of matter Landby] simple sentence
structureswith high lexical density (more high-contentwords per clause, but
fewer clauses)'. In addition (as shown in ?4), subordinationof this type can
permit a fuller expression of personal involvement and personal feelings (e.g.
I think that ..., I wonder if ..., Let me stress that ...)

Thus Factor 1 identifies a dimension which characterizes texts produced
under conditions of high personal involvement and real-time constraints
(markedby low explicitness in the expression of meaning,high subordination,
and interactivefeatures)-as opposed to texts producedunderconditionspermitting considerable editing and high explicitness in the lexical content, but
little interactionor personal involvement. The distributionof features shown
here suggests the label 'Interactivevs. Edited Text'. This dimensioncombines
both situationaland cognitive parameters;in particular,it combines interactionalfeatureswith those reflectingproductionconstraints(or the lack of them).
Given the rangeof text types includedin the presentanalysis, it is not surprising
that these two parametersare combined in a single dimension: highly interactionaltexts are frequentlyproducedunderthe greatestproductionconstraints
(see ?4).
3.3. INTERPRETATION
OFFACTOR2. Here the features with positive weights

(nominalizations,prepositions,passives, specific conjuncts,it-cleftsetc.) share
a functionwhich marksa highly abstract,nominalcontent and a highlylearned
style. Thus the passive often promotes abstractconcepts to subject statuswhile demotingthe moreconcrete agentto object status, or deletingit altogether
(cf. Chafe & Danielewicz). Nominalizations compress the informationof a
clause into a single nominal element (e.g. destructionof x correspondingto
Somebody destroys x); this again results in the loss of an active agentive participant, and the promotionof a more abstractconcept. Prepositionalphrases
figure prominentlyin this style of discourse, as markersof the variedsemantic
relations among the entities and concepts in a text. Apparently,as a text becomes more abstract(and semanticallycomplex), and involves a broaderrange
of semantic relations, more prepositionalphrases are requiredto mark these
relations. (The exact function of prepositionalphrases in relationto the other
features on this factor requires further research.) Specific conjuncts and it-
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clefts also serve to mark the informationalrelations among different components of a text. Attitudinaldisjunctsand adverbsoccurringwith split auxiliaries
(e.g. He was obviously working hard) have lower weights on this factor; they

apparentlyserve to markthe author/speaker'sattitudesin texts havinga highly
abstract content. In addition, all the features with positive weights are associated with a high degree of formalityand a learned style.
In contrast, the featureswith negativeweights on Factor2 sharethe marking
of very concrete content and more informalstyle, indicatedby high reference
to the temporaland physical situation-by means of place and time adverbsand reduced surface form, through deletion of relative pronouns and subordinator that. Place and time adverbs refer directly to an external situation,
clearly markinga more concrete, situated content. Deletion of relative pronouns and subordinatorthat marka reducedcorrespondencebetween the surface form and underlyingmeaning;they are associated with less formalstyles,
and with speech more than writing(Finegan & Biber 1983).They thus reflect
a greater reliance on an external situation than more deliberate styles. Considerationof the features with positive and negative weights suggests the label
'Abstract vs. Situated Content' for the dimension identifiedby this factori.e. a detached, formal style vs. a concrete, colloquialone.9
3-5. For Factor 3, the features with posOFFACTORS
3.4. INTERPRETATION

itive weights (past tense, perfect aspect, and 3rdperson pronouns)can all refer
to a removed, narrativecontext; those with negative weights (present tense
and adjectives) can be used for more immediatereference. The co-occurrence
of adjectives with the present tense apparentlyindicates the presence of more
elaboratedcontent in present-timedescriptiveor expositorytexts than in pasttime narrativetexts; however, this feature needs furtherstudy. Over-all, the
dimension identifiedby this factor distinguishestexts with a primarynarrative
emphasis, markedby considerablereferenceto a removedsituation,fromthose
with non-narrativeemphases (descriptive, expository, or other), marked by
little reference to a removed situationbut by high occurrenceof presenttense
forms. These characteristicssuggest the label 'Reportedvs. ImmediateStyle'.
Factors 4-5 are more difficult to interpretthan the first three. Factor 4 has
only four features with salient weights, and two of these (wH-clausesand
present tense) have larger weights on other factors. Factor 5 has only two
features with salient weights. Thus neitherfactor is well represented,and each
must be interpretedcautiously. On-goingresearch is considering other measures in relationto these two factors, to test their importanceand the validity
of the interpretationssuggested here.
The communicative function shared by the features on Factor 4 (relative
9 The present study shows that 'abstract, detached content' is not directly opposed to a high
amount of personal involvement, contrary to Chafe's proposal. The groupings of features on Factors
1-2 show that those associated with personal involvement and those associated with high abstraction (or detachment) belong to separate textual dimensions, although the two dimensions are correlated. Professional letters, discussed in ?4, illustrate highly abstract texts with a high level of
personal involvement.
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clauses, infinitives, wH-clauses,and present tense) seems to markan 'integrative' type of subordination(cf. Chafe), as opposed to that associated with realtime productionconstraintsseen in connectionwith Factor 1. That is, this type
of subordinationmay be used to package a high amountof informationinto a
text; it is characteristicof 'static' ratherthan 'dynamic'texts (to use Halliday's
terms). If this interpretationis correct, we would expect that features which
have been hypothesized as being integrative(e.g. participles)should co-occur
with the features of Factor 4, whereas features hypothesized as opposing integration(such as conjoinedclauses) shouldoccur in a complementarypattern.
The communicative function shared by the features on Factor 5 (adverbs
and specific hedges) seems to markthe author'sor speaker's stance in a text.
Specific emphaticshave a weightof .32 on this factor-too low to be considered
salient, but in line with the stated interpretation.Linguistic features which
might mark author's stance also occur as parts of Factor 1 (general hedges,
generalemphatics,and specific emphatics)and of Factor2 (attitudinaldisjuncts
and adverbs occurring as split auxiliaries); this indicates that the notion of
stance is complex, and requiresfurtherresearch (see Biber & Finegan 1985).
The interpretationsof the dimensions underlyingthese factors are open to
refinement, and requirefurthervalidation. As we learn more about the communicativefunctions of specific linguisticfeatures, the emphases of some interpretationsmay shift. The interpretationsgiven above for the last two factors
must be considered speculative, since they are not well-represented.For Factors 1-3, however, the groupingsof features are quite stable (see the partial
replicationof this study reportedin Biber 1984);thus we can have confidence
in the claim that importanttextual dimensions are being represented hereones that will be useful for definingrelationsamongspoken/writtentext types.
A UNIFIED MODEL

SCORES.In ?3, we discussed interpretations which
OFFACTOR
4.1. OVERVIEW

result from the factor analysis. In Step 2 (?3.1), derived variablesthat operationally represent the textual dimension underlyingeach factor can be comallow further interSCORES,
puted. These derived variables, known as FACTOR

pretation of the textual dimensions by examination of the similarities and
differences among the text types with respect to each dimension.
A factor score is computed by summing, for a given text, the number of
occurrencesof the featureshavingsalientweightson thatfactor. Thus the score
for Factor 3 would be computed by adding the numberof past tense forms,
perfect aspect forms, and 3rd person pronouns(i.e. the features with positive
weights), and then subtractingthe numberof presenttense formsand adjectives
(i.e. the features with negative weights). For example, one of the fictionaltexts
in this study has 156 past tense forms, 117 3rd person pronouns, 24 perfect
aspect forms, 46 present tense forms, and 88 adjectives, resultingin the following factor score for Factor 3:
(156 + 117 + 24) - (46 + 88) = 163

Some of the linguistic features have salient weights on more than one of the
factors (e.g. word length on Factors 1-2); to assure the experimentalinde-
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pendence of the factor scores, each feature was included in the computation
of only one factor score (see Gorsuch, 268). Thus each linguistic feature is
included in the score for the factor on which it has the highest weight. Salient
weights not used in the computationof the factor scores aregiven in parentheses
in Table 2. Thus, since word length has a weight of - .71 on Factor 1 but only
.40 on Factor 2, it is included in the factor score for Factor 1.
The relations among spoken/writtentext types can be considered through
plots of the mean values of the derived factor scores (representingunderlying
textual dimensions)for each text type (Figures 1-3). That is, a score for each
factor was computedfor each text (as illustratedabove); then the meanof each
factor score was computed for each text type. For example, if we had only
three fictional texts, with scores for Factor 3 of 163, 187, and 190, then the
mean score for fiction on Dimension 3 would be:
(163 + 187 + 190) / 3 = 180

Figs. 1-3 present the mean scores of each factor score for each text type,
showing the relations among the text types along the first three dimensions.
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FIGURE
1. Mean scores for TextualDimension 1: Interactivevs. Edited Text
(F = 257.90, p < .0001, R*R = 88%).
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FIGURE2. Mean scores for Textual Dimension 2: Abstract vs. Situated Content
(F = 82.04, p < .0001, R*R = 69.9%).

Only scores for the firstthreefactors are consideredhere, since the remaining
factors need further research. A statistical procedure called ANOVA shows
that there are significantdifferences amongthe text types with respect to each
of these three factor scores. (See the F and p values reported in Figs. 1-3,
where a p value smallerthan .05 indicatesa statisticallysignificantrelationship.)
The R*R (squared multiple correlationcoefficient) values presented in Figs.
1-3 indicate the importanceof each factor score (the percentage of variance
in the text type distinctionsaccounted for by knowing the factor score). Thus
Factor Score 1 is the most important:R*R = 88%, meaningthat 88% of the
variance in the text type distinctionscan be accounted for by Factor Score 1.
It is followed by Factor Score 2 (R*R = 70%) and Factor Score 3 (R*R =
46%).
4.2. DISTRIBUTIONOF TEXTTYPESALONGTEXTUALDIMENSION1. A fuller in-

terpretationof the textual dimensionsrepresentedby these three factor scores
is madepossible by a simultaneousconsiderationof the distributionof the factor
scores across the text types (shown by the plots in Figs. 1-3), the situational
or cognitive parametersassociated with the distribution,and the linguisticfeatures constituting the factor score. Consider the plot of text types along Dimension 1. The spoken text types tend toward the high end of this dimension,
while the written types tend toward the low end. Face-to-face and telephone
conversations show the highest values; official documents, academic prose,
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FIGURE3. Mean scores for Textual Dimension 3: Reported vs. Immediate Style
(F = 29.48, p < .0001, R*R = 45.5%).

and press reports show the lowest. Text types with high scores on this dimension are characterized by frequent occurrences of questions, 1st and 2nd
person pronouns, contractions, pro-verb do, pronoun it, that-clauses, if-clauses
etc. (i.e. the linguistic features with positive weights on Factor 1-see Table
2), plus markedly low values for word length and type/token ratio (the features
with negative weights on Factor 1). Types with low scores on this dimension
have the opposite characteristics. These characteristics are illustrated by the
following two text samples-one from a face-to-face conversation, the other
from an official document (a university bulletin).'0
10

Text samples are labeled as follows:
CORPUS:TEXT-TYPE.TEXT-NUMBER

For example, Text Sample I is labeled LL: 1.4, because it is from the London-Lund Corpus, text
type 1 (face-to-face conversation), and is text 4 within that type. In the spoken text samples, each
line represents an intonation unit.
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TEXTSAMPLE1 (LL: 1.4, Face-to-face conversation).
B: it doesn't need to
but it does in fact
by tradition
all the
A: finalists
B: finalists go
and so the others mmm
the others sort of feel
that things won't go on much longer
A: well they really haven't any reason to
because I mean finalists are
B: mmm
A: and they actually do finish
B: exactly
of course they do
A: and the others don't
well
I don't know
B: but I don't think it's feasible
I mean I know this is the first time I've done it
and I'm not in a main line paper
but I'm sure it'll take me all my time to do it
in three weeks
I mean I've seen what it's been like for you
I know ... had more
on the other hand
I must allow myself good time
the first time I do it
A: I don't think I'm going to go on with it
B: are you doing two or one paper this year
A: only one
TEXTSAMPLE2 (LOB:H.29, Official documents).
The University expects its students to conduct themselves at all times in an orderly manner
creditable to the good name of the University. Regulations for the maintenance of good order and
discipline are promulgated from time to time ...
The official dates of University terms as published in the Calendar apply to all students. Students
(other than new students at the opening of a session and research students) are required to arrive
in Hull on the first day of term and, except with the special permission of the Dean of their Faculty,
may not go down until the last day. The first and last days of term as published are regarded as
travelling days on which no lectures or classes will be held ...

Text Sample 1 illustrates the major linguistic characteristics of texts having
high values on Dimension 1: generalized lexical content (it, sort of, well, really,
pro-verb do etc., plus few long words and a restricted vocabulary); a high degree
of self-reference

and interpersonal

interaction (I, you, are you doing ...?); and

a high degree of subordination, often used to express further details of personal
attitudes (the others ... feel that ..., because, I don't think [that] it's feasible,
I know [that] this is ..., I've seen what it's been ...) Text Sample 2 illustrates

the opposite characteristics: many long words and a quite varied vocabulary,
resulting in an explicit expression of meaning (an orderly manner creditable
to ..., regulations for the maintenance

... are promulgated

...)-coupled

with

few generalized content terms, self-reference terms, interactional construc-
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tions, or subordinateconstructionsof the type included in Factor 1 (viz. thatclauses, if-clauses etc.)
It might be supposed from these examples that Dimension 1 represents a
fundamentaldifference between speech and writing. However, a simple spoken/written distinction cannot explain the over-all distributionof text types
shown in Fig. 1. Among the written text types, professional letters show a
relatively high score; but among the spoken text types, spontaneous and
plannedspeeches show ratherlow scores, and broadcastsare very low. Within
both speech and writing, the text types which permit the most personal involvement and interaction,and which have the greatestproductionconstraints
(imposed by a real-time,on-goinginteraction),show the highest scores on this
dimension;"1those with the least involvement and the most opportunityfor
editing score the lowest. Thus the distributionof text types in Fig. 1 shows
that this dimensionrepresentsthe extent of personalinvolvement,interaction,
and opportunityfor editing in a text type-a dimensionthat is independentof
physical mode, althoughthere is considerableoverlap. This distributionof text
types provides supportfor the proposed label 'Interactivevs. Edited Text'.
It was noted in ?3 that this is a hybridlabel, reflectingboth personal/interactional and cognitive/productionparameters.These parametersare conceptually distinct, and could be analysed separately. In fact, considerationof the
cognitive/productionparameterby itself seems to show an absolute difference
between spoken/writtentext types. Chafe & Danielewicz show that the most
carefully planned (but unscripted)speeches have lower type/token ratios than
relatively unplannedletters; however, the influenceof differencesin topic coherence needs further analysis. Finegan & Biber 1984 show an absolute difference between spoken/writtentext types with respect to those measures of
linguistic complexity that reflect the differentproductionstrategiesof speech
and writing (althoughthe relation of personal letters to spoken text types is
not considered). In the present study, the combinationof productionand interactionalparametersas partof Dimension 1 indicatesthe existence of a shared
parameterunderlyingboth sets of features. That is, althoughthese two parameters are conceptuallydistinct, Dimension 1 shows themto be intimatelyrelated
(at least with respect to the text types used).
4.3. DISTRIBUTION
OFTEXTTYPESALONGTEXTUAL
DIMENSION
2. Turning to
the dimension of Abstract vs. Situated Content (Fig. 2), we see again that there

is considerable overlap with the spoken/writtendistinction: the written text
types (e.g. official documents, academic prose, and professionalletters) tend
to have high scores, while the spoken text types (e.g. telephone and face-toface conversations) tend to have low scores. In Table 2, we saw that types
with high values on this dimension are characterizedby a highly abstract,
n

High production constraints in conversation are imposed by the on-line nature of communication, with little opportunity for planning or editing. In professional letters (the written text type
with the highest score on Dimension 1), the production constraints are self-imposed; i.e., relative
to academic prose, fiction, and other highly-edited written types, letters are produced in real time
(possibly because of the lesser social value attached to them), and show some of the features
indicative of real-time production constraints.
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detachedcontent (highfrequenciesfor passives, nominalizations,prepositional
phrases etc., coupled with markedly low frequencies for place and time adverbs, relative pronoun deletion, and subordinatorthat deletion); in contrast,
types with low scores are characterizedby a highlyconcrete, situatedcontent.
Consider the above text samples again. Sample 2 represents the high pole
of this dimension, characterizedby features which mark highly abstract content-nominalizations
(regulations, maintenance, permission); passives (are
promulgated, as published, are regarded, will be held); and extensive use of
prepositional phrases (for the maintenance of good order, in Hull on the first

day of term). Sample 1 represents the low pole of this dimension; thus it is
characterizedby few nominalizations,passives, or prepositionalphrases, but
by frequent references to place and time of interaction(much longer, in three
weeks, this year) and by reduced surface form (don't think [that] it's, I know
[that] this, don't think [that] I'm).

As with Dimension 1, a simple spoken/writtendistinctioncannot explain the
over-all distributionof text types along Dimension 2. Planned speeches, interviews, and spontaneous speeches all get high scores along this dimension,
while general and romanticfiction get some of the lowest. This distributionis
in line with the proposedinterpretationof Abstractvs. SituatedContent,which
correlates highly with the deliberateuse of a learned style. Planned speeches
(sermons, universitylectures etc.), althoughcontainingdirectreferencesto the
temporaland physical situationof the discourse, are quite abstractin content;
thus they show relatively high scores on this dimension.Fiction, althoughwritten, does not present an abstractcontent, and it makes extensive referenceto
an internally-constructedtemporaland physicalsituation(see Rader1982);thus
it gets a very low score on this dimension. The distributionof text types along
this dimensionis thereforein agreementwith the suggestedlabel 'Abstractvs.
Situated Content'.
4.4. DISTRIBUTIONOFTEXTTYPESALONGTEXTUALDIMENSION3. The primary

distinction along the dimension of Reported vs. Immediate Style (Fig. 3) is
fiction, with high mean scores, vs. non-fiction, with low ones (professional
letters showing the lowest mean score). The fictional text types are characterized by frequent past tense, perfect aspect, and 3rd person pronounforms,
together with a marked absence of both present tense forms and adjectives
(see Table 2). The text types with low scores are marked by the opposite
characteristics.Consider Samples 3 and 4:
TEXTSAMPLE3 (LOB:P.24, Romantic fiction).
But Mike Deegan was boiling mad now. When the inning was over he cursed the Anniston
catcher all the way into the dugout. Phil Rossoff, coming in from left field, stopped at the
water fountain for a drink. Mike Deegan was standing beside it, facing the field. He was eyeing
the Anniston catcher warming up his pitcher before the inning began. 'Keep your eyes open,
sonny,' Mike yelled to the catcher. 'You're in for trouble.'
... The Anniston manager came right up to the dugout in front of Mike. His face was flushed.
'Deegan,' the manager said, his voice pitched low, quivering. 'That was a rotten thing to do.'
'For God's sake,' Mike said, waving the manager away. 'Stop it, will you? Tell your guys
not to block the plate!'
'You didn't have to ram him.'
'That's what you say.'
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TEXTSAMPLE4 (Professional letters; see fn. 3).
While these initiatives, I concede, border on programmatic activity, it should be stressed that
they were taken pursuant to the development of specific policy/programmatic recommendations for consideration by the board of directors in October and the board was informed of
them in our report of May. It should also be understood that ... Is the basis of international
educational exchange threatened when 1 hear optimistic forecasts? Perhaps we can agree that
foreign students will remain between 2 and 3% of total enrollment. 1 disagree with your assertion of my claiming that good extended orientation programs help; I doubt that xxxx xxxx
has ever viewed his program as orientation and indeed that is part of my disenchantment with
xxxx.

Sample 3 shows the typical characteristics of fiction; apart from the dialog
sections, it uses only past tense forms, and it has a high frequency of 3rd person
pronouns. Sample 4, by contrast, is written consistently in the present tense
and contains only one 3rd person pronoun. These distributions reflect the differing purposes of the two text types. Fiction is primarily narrative-a report
of past events, combined with fictional dialog. Professional letters are primarily
expository and written for a very specific purpose; they are addressed to an
individual, and deal with issues immediately at hand.
The other text types range between these two poles. Some, such as planned
speeches and press reports, show intermediate mean scores, indicating a mixed
style with respect to this dimension: reported past events, combined with informational exposition using present tense forms. The remaining text types,
such as conversation and academic prose, have lower mean values on this
dimension, indicating a preference for present tense forms, but less consistency
in the use of these forms than we find in professional letters. It can be seen
from the clustering of text types along this dimension that present tense forms
can be used for description of events in progress (as in broadcasting and conversation) or for expository purposes (as in academic prose or professional
letters). The distribution of text types along Dimension 3 is thus in agreement
with the label 'Reported vs. Immediate Style' suggested in ?3.
4.5. THE NEED FOR A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL
ACCOUNTOF SPEECHAND WRIT-

ING. We have briefly considered the relations among spoken/written text types
with respect to each of the three textual dimensions identified by the factor
analysis. We have seen that the dimensions are separate: each represents distinct communicative functions, and each identifies a separate set of similarities
and differences among text types. If the relations among spoken/written text
types were considered in terms of only one dimension, a necessarily incomplete
description would result.
Consider the description of professional letters with respect to the three
dimensions. Academic prose, official documents, and professional letters are
nearly identical with respect to Dimension 2. Thus Sample 4 (from a professional letter) shows a high frequency of nominalizations (initiatives, development, recommendations, consideration etc.), of passives (be stressed, were
taken, was informed etc.), and of prepositional phrases (to the development
of specific ... for consideration by the board ...) This sample illustrates the
highly abstract informational content found in professional letters, making them
like academic prose and official documents. But with respect to Dimension 1,
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these text types are quite different. Professional letters show high type/token
ratio and use of long words, as do academic prose and official documents; but
they show considerable personal involvement and interaction with the reader.
Sample 4 shows frequent 1st person reference and high use of subordinate
clauses to express personal feelings (should be stressed that ..., should also
be understood that ..., I doubt that ...)-plus
frequent interactive features such
as 2nd person pronouns and questions (Is the basis of ...?) Finally, as shown
above, professional letters show the lowest score (or the most 'immediate'
style) for Dimension 3. Thus a consideration of any of these dimensions alone
would result in an inaccurate description of professional letters. If we considered only the features associated with Dimension 2, we might conclude that
professional letters were indistinguishable from academic prose; if we considered only Dimension 1, we might conclude that professional letters were very
similar to planned speeches or broadcasts. An adequate description of a text
type and its relations to other text types requires a consideration of that text
type with respect to all three dimensions.
The need for all three textual dimensions can also be seen from other comparisons. Planned speeches show a pattern similar to that of professional letters,
in that both permit considerable personal involvement and interaction-as
shown by their relatively high scores on Dimension 1. Both also contain quite
abstract content and are not highly situated (this is truer of professional letters
than of planned speeches); thus they show high scores on Dimension 2. Sample
5 illustrates these characteristics in a planned speech:
TEXTSAMPLE5 (LL:12.5, Planned speeches).
does anyone believe
that we would have accepted for the seventies
a degree of freedom of capital movement
that would have aggravated that power of speculative attack on sterling
which we had to fight in the sixties
if Mr. Barber
with inherited
Labour exchange controls
had to admit to a thousand million loss
through a run on sterling
in six days last June
could any Labour government have agreed ...
they can see ten years ahead
but they're not going to tell us
what's going to happen in the next ten weeks
and they still haven't told us ...
well why can't we be told ...
if this statement is rejected
you reject the right of the people to decide
no other resolution
adequately provides
for the British people having the last word
the right of self-determination

Here we see frequent use of the features of interaction and involvement
associated with Dimension 1 (does anyone believe that we ...?; could any ...
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have ...?; why can't we be told?)-but

also of the passives and nominalizations

associated with Dimension 2, which mark an abstract content (be told, is rejected, resolution, self-determination). Dimension 2 begins to distinguish be-

tween planned speeches and professionalletters, showing the speeches to be
more highly situated than the letters. For example, consider the direct references to the temporal/physicalsituation in Sample 5 (six days last June, ten
years ahead). The differencebetween these two text types is clearest,however,
along Dimension 3. Professional letters show a strong preferencefor present
tense forms and for exclusion of reportedevents, while plannedspeeches use
both present and past forms. Present tense conveys expository content (e.g.,
from Sample 5, if ... is rejected ..., you reject ..., provides),

while past tense

reports past events given in supportof the expository points (e.g. would have
accepted, we had to fight, had to admit). Thus, consideration of all three di-

mensions is requiredto distinguishthese text types.
Broadcasts, as in Sample 6, appear to be quite similarto most written text
types with respect to Dimension 1.
TEXTSAMPLE6 (LL:10.4a, Broadcasts).
and it's Fire Raiser who's coming up to join Carbon
Fire Raiser on the stand side
and right over on the stand side
is Grange Court
coming to the two furlong from home marker
and it's Carbon over on the far side in the sheepskin noseband
in the centre is Fire Raiser in the check cap
and on the stand side is Grange Court and
Carbon's under pressure over on the far side and Fire Raiser's gone to the front
and it's Fire Raiser the leader now...
and it's Carbon on the far side
Fire Raiser fighting his way back
and it looks as though Carbon is just going to hold him
and at the line
Carbon's the winner

This sample shows few interactionalfeatures or indicationsof personal involvement, althoughreal-timeproductionconstraintsare quite obvious (shown
by the restrictedrange of vocabularyand high repetitionof words). However,
a consideration of Dimension 2 shows broadcasts to be quite similar to the
majorityof spoken text types in being highly concrete and situated. Sample 6
shows few nominalizations,passives, or prepositionalphrases;and it contains
numerousreferences to the temporal/physicalsituation(rightover on the stand
side, in the centre, to the front, way back). Thus consideration of both Di-

mensions 1 and 2 is requiredto show that broadcasts are like many written
text types in permittinglittle interactionor personalinvolvement-but are like
many spoken text types in having a concrete, highly situated content.
Finally, a description of the characteristicsof fiction would be inadequate
if only one dimension were considered. Along Dimension 1, fiction occurs
toward the lower end with most of the written text types, but has a higher
score than the expository types (excludingprofessionalletters);it is thus highly
explicit in its expression of meaning (having no real-time production con-
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straints), but highly interactive, with considerable personal involvement (cf.
Tannen 1982a). The high interactionmay be related, in part, to the inclusion
of fictional dialog in the text samples of the present study. Along Dimension
2, fiction gets very low scores, groupingwith the majorityof the spoken types.
This shows the lack of abstractcontent in fiction (note the absence of passives
and nominalizationsin Sample 3),12as well as its highly situated nature (note
the many references to a physical/temporalsituation in Sample 3: now, into
the dugout, coming in from left field, beside it, right up to the dugout). Finally,

alongDimension3, fiction is shown to be differentfromall otherspoken/written
types by its strong preference for reported events over either description of
events actually in progress or expository presentationof information.
Other such comparisons could be made. In all these cases, text types that
are similaralong one dimension are shown to be quite distinct with respect to
other dimensions. An over-all model of the relations among written/spoken
types requires simultaneousconsiderationof the operationof all three textual
dimensions.
RECONCILIATION OF CONFLICTING CLAIMS

5. No single explanationcan be given for the confused picture of the relationship between speech and writing which has emergedfrom past research.
In ?1, three restrictionswere identifiedwhich characterizemany earlierquantitative studies: paucity of linguistic measures, of text samples, and of text
types. In addition, the statistical methods which were typically used-direct
comparison of frequencies, mean scores, or multiple univariatetests of significance-restricted the results. These restrictionswere essential for exploratory research, where detailed analysis of individuallinguisticfeatures in individual texts was required.The results obtained in the present study would
not have been interpretablewithout the detailed findings of earlier studies.
Furthermore,the wide scope of the present study, including545 texts taken
from 16 text types, is possible only because of the availabilityof large-scale
computerizedcorpora and computer-aidedanalysis. As it turns out, however,
restricted, detailed studies do not provide an adequate basis for global conclusions concerning the relationshipbetween speech and writing. In fact, the
combination of the above-mentionedrestrictions essentially guaranteedcontradictoryglobal conclusions. The restrictionto few linguisticfeaturesand text
types precludes the discovery of multipletextual dimensions, and the use of
univariate statistics will fail to discover variationalong multiple dimensions,
even if the text sample includes such variation.Thus contradictoryglobal con12The absence of features like
passives and nominalizations in fiction (as well as their presence
in some of the other text types) is probably related to social and attitudinal parameters in addition
to the abstractness of the content. Thus the use of passives and nominalizations could be seen as
establishing a learned, highly impersonal style, which can be used to maintain social distance
between author and reader (or speaker and listener). Students are trained to avoid these features
in writing, although the effect of this training is not clear. The absence of these features in fiction,
though, is probably related to these parameters as well as to content type.
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elusions have frequentlyresulted from comparisonof differenttext types with
respect to linguistic measures taken from differenttextual dimensions.
The resolutionof contradictoryglobal conclusions can be illustratedthrough
a comparison of Chafe 1982 and Blankenship1962. These admittedlypreliminary studies (see Chafe & Danielewicz 1985,Blankenship1974)are used here
because their findings are illustrative of the problem. Chafe found large linguistic differencesbetween speech and writingby comparingconversationand
academic papers along the two hypothesized dimensions of integration/fragmentation and involvement/detachment.By contrast, Blankenship 1962 concluded, from a comparisonof popularjournalarticlesand public speeches, that
there was no over-all difference between speech and writing with respect to
the measures of sentence length, past tense forms, and passives.
Chafe's text types strongly biased his study in favor of finding a spoken/
written distinction, since conversation and academic prose show polar distinctions along Dimensions 1 and 2 identifiedin the present study: Interactive
vs. Edited Text, and Abstract vs. Situated Content. If conversation is taken
to represent speech, and academic prose to representwriting, then most linguistic features consideredin previousresearchcould be presentedas evidence
for a spoken/writtendistinction.
Blankenshipcomparedtext types which were more similar(popularjournals
and prepared speeches)-but with respect to linguistic features which, as I
have shown here, are taken from separatetextual dimensions:past tense clusters with perfect aspect and 3rd person pronouns on Dimension 3 (Reported
vs. ImmediateStyle), while passives cluster with nominalizationsand prepositional phrases on Dimension 2. Blankenshipfound nearly the same number
of passives in writingand speech, and more past-tenseforms in speech. These
results are confirmed by the findings in ?4, above: popularlore and planned
speeches have nearly the same value on Dimension 2, and planned speeches
show a higher score than popularlore on Dimension 3. However, we cannot
accept Blankenship'sglobal conclusion that the reverse results for these two
features demonstratethe unimportanceof the spoken/writtendistinction.That
is, the relations among text types differ along each of the textual dimensions
described above in ?4; and the only major distinction between the two text
types used by Blankenshipis along Dimension 1-which is not representedin
her selection of linguisticfeatures.
More specific contradictionscan also be resolved with the over-all model
developed here. Thus Chafe found more passives in writing(academicpapers)
than in speech (conversation);Poole & Field, however, found few passives in
either writing(narratives)or speech (interviews).The distributionof these text
types along Dimension2, which includes passive constructions,confirmsboth
pairs of findings: academic prose has one of the highest scores, and conversation one of the lowest; fiction (the text type in the present study most similar
to 'narrative')has an intermediatescore, as do interviews.
Contradictoryfindingsconcerningthe extent of subordinationin speech and
writing are more difficult to resolve because the function of subordinationis
more varied and complex than these other linguisticfeatures. In terms of the
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over-all amount of subordinationin a text, Kroll, O'Donnell, and Chafe found
more in writing;but Hallidayand Poole & Field foundmorein speech. Beaman,
who generally found more subordinationin speech, perceptively noted that
differenttypes of subordinationare presentin the two modes.'3The differences
among these findings are influencedby several parameters.For example, the
text types chosen for comparisonvary widely between studies:while O'Donnell
looked at only one television interview and one newspaperopinion column,
Chafe compared conversation and academic papers, and Beaman compared
spoken/writtennarratives.
Equally importantis the fact that the subordinationmeasuresused in earlier
studies are different and not directly comparable. As I have shown, thatclauses, if-clauses, wH-clauses,and other subordinators(i.e. adverbialclauses)
function as part of a single dimension; but relative clauses have a separate
communicativefunction. Infinitiveshave been groupedas partsof two different
factors, and thus may have yet anothercommunicativefunction. Assessments
of over-all subordinationwhich indiscriminatelylumpthese measurestogether
can be expected to produce contradictoryresults.
When individualsubordinationmeasuresare consideredseparately,the findings are less contradictory;e.g., in agreementwith my analysis, most previous
studies have found more that-clausesin speech (Beaman 1984, Frawley 1982,
Jorgensen 1978, and even O'Donnell 1974). However, nearly all studies have
shown relative clauses to occur more frequentlyin writing(Frawley, Kroch &
Hindle, O'Donnell, Chafe); they are distributeddifferentlyfrom that-clauses,
as shown by their clusteringon separate dimensions in the present analysis.
Finally, althoughO'Donnelland Beamanfound more adverbialsin writing(an
apparentcontradictionto the clusteringof 'other adverbialsubordinators'on
Factor 1 in my analysis), Beaman's specific findingsfor speech agree well with
mine: more condition adverbials (comparableto if-clauses here) and reason
adverbials (e.g. though, although, because, and since-which

are several of

the primarytokens in my category 'other subordinators').
We have seen that subordinationfeaturesfunctionas partof differenttextual
dimensions, and that they serve differingfunctionsin differenttext types; contrast that-clauses on Dimension 1 with relative clauses on Dimension4. More
detailed study of subordinationfeatures as they function in differenttext types
is required before final conclusions can be drawn concerning their over-all
distributionand functions.
This section has shown that the global conclusions reached in previous research are contradictorybecause the text types chosen for comparisonwere
too similaror too different;because the linguisticfeatures chosen belonged to
differenttextual dimensions;and because researchersreliedon inadequateanalytical techniques. The analysis presentedin ?4, above, more adequatelyrepresents the complex relations among spoken/writtentext types in English, and
13 Studies in other languagesindicatesimilardistributions.Pellegrino& Scopesi 1978found the
same over-all amountof subordinationin spoken and written Italian,as did Jorgensen 1978for
Swedish.
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shows that the 'contradictions'are in fact accuratefindings.That is, individual
findingsabout text types have been generallyvalid, but the global conclusions
based on them, regardingspeech and writing, have been in error.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

6. This study has identifiedthreefundamentalparametersof textualvariation
which underliespeech and writingin English. These dimensionsare tentatively
labeled 'Interactivevs. Edited Text', 'Abstract vs. SituatedContent', and 'Reportedvs. ImmediateStyle'. In addition,the similaritiesand differencesamong
16 spoken/written text types with respect to these dimensions have been
charted. This treatmentdepends on a multi-feature/multi-dimension
approach,
using factor analysis to study a wide range of linguistic features taken from
diverse text types. Earlierexploratorystudies, using a more restrictedanalysis
of few text types and few linguisticfeatures, reachedcontradictoryglobal conclusions concerning the relations among spoken/writtentext types. Each of
these studies accuratelydescribeda smallpiece of the over-allpuzzle; however,
comprehensiveconclusions regardingthe over-allrelationsamongspoken/written text types requirea comprehensivemethodology.It is shown in ?4, above,
that inaccuratedescriptionsof the relations among text types result if consideration is limited to only one or two of the dimensions identified here. It is
shown further,in ?5, that the contradictoryglobal conclusions reachedin previous studies can be attributedto imbalancein the text types being compared,
and to the use of linguisticfeatures belongingto differenttextual dimensions.
The value of the presentapproachis shown by the identificationof three textual
dimensions,which can be used to verify the individualfindingsof earlierstudies
while resolving the contradictoryglobal conclusions reached in those studies.
A multi-feature/multi-dimension
approach has proved equally valuable to
other areas of text analysis. It has been used to identifydimensionsof linguistic
complexity (Finegan & Biber 1984), sociolinguisticprestige (Finegan& Biber
1983), style (Grabe 1984, Biber & Finegan 1984), dialect differences (Biber
1984), and stance (Biber & Finegan 1985);it has also been used to identify
dimensionsof formalityand literacy in a non-Westernlanguage(Besnier 1984).
There are doubtless other applicationsas well. Textual variation across any
sociolinguisticdomainis complex and multi-faceted;hence comprehensiveconclusions concerning variationwithin such domains must be based on a comprehensivemethodology. The present study uses such methodologyto identify
three principaltextual dimensions underlyingvariationamong spoken/written
text types in English.
APPENDIX
List of the 41 syntactic and lexical features used, with interpretations suggested in previous studies.
Writing has a more detached, decontextualized style:
1. Nominalizations (Chafe 1982, DeVito 1967).
2. Agentless passives(Weiner & Labov 1983).
3. By-passives (Blankenship 1962, Brown & Yule 1983, Chafe 1982, Chafe & Danielewicz 1985,
O'Donnell 1974).
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